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5.2 Enhanced Executive Summary

Current global market competition, world political environment and the advent of rapid change in technology have created rivals among organizations regardless of industry. Challenges are among a common phenomenon faced by most industries and business sectors in the world. This is without exception in Malaysia particularly in logistics industries. Due to this organizations’ leaders and managers need to consider and identify the valuable competitive factors that confer them competitive advantages and enable them to achieve superior performance. This study therefore aims at examining the role of human capital, leadership and organization contextual factors on the performance of Malaysian logistics companies.

The complexity of business environment requires organization to hire people with capable human capital, strong leadership, acceptable organizational contextual factors and learning organization. Most scholars are in agreement that organizational environment factors and resources such as human capital, leadership and organizational contextual factors (such as organizational culture) tend to influence positive organizational outcomes such as organizational performance. Further in order to achieve organizational performance, despite considering the resources organizations need to identify other important element that could strengthen the organizational resources to gain competitive advantage and achieve organizational performance. This study suggests learning organization as the buffer that helps organization resources (in terms of human capital, culture and leadership) to achieve organizational performance.
5.3 Introduction

5.3.1 Research Context

Internal and external forces have continually reshaping the world's business environment which ultimately influence organizational performance. Lu (2002) suggested that in today's competitive environment, companies and industries need to understand the key factors that influence their survival in business which ultimately help to contribute overall organizational performance. This implies that companies must be able to generate substantial profit by operating at the lowest possible cost. According to Lu (2002) a study conducted in logistics companies indicate that majority of the respondents agreed that logistics management strategy and approaches were among the key factors for companies’ performance. These strategies highlight some important aspects that would induce organizational performance. Among the strategies as documented in literature that help in influencing organizational performance are like time based, asset productivity, technology based and relationship based strategies. Meanwhile Lu (2002) emphasized quality as important factor for the success of companies regardless of sectors.

Several different factors are also been linked to organizational performance as documented in literature. This includes both tangible and intangible factors as well as internal and external organizational factors. Besides the above perspectives voluminous of literature have suggested different factors that contribute to organizational performance including in logistics related companies. Lee and Yu (2004) for example have contended that corporate culture is very relevant to